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Release Notes for Patch Release#2878

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.0-rev10
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.0-rev10
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #2840.
41752 Proper user name not used on vacation replyWhen creating vacation notes, the ”from” attribute was not added to the SIEVE filter. As a result,automated replies did only use the plain mail address. The ”from” tag has been introduced nowand more information is available at Change 2814.
42202 Add more verbose logging for images that gets refused to be processedException message did not include the actual resolution or total size of the image that was rejectedbeing transformed.
Append total size or current resolution to exception message (if known). Examples: "Image

transformation denied. Size is too big. (current=8388608, max=5242880)" and "Image transformation

denied. Resolution is too high. (current=24087962, max=12087962)".
41990 Add Subscription checkbox overlap with textThe Checkbox in Subscriptions overlapped the info text.This was fixed and now the checkbox is displayed beside the info text.
42254 Apps in search not translated in mobile viewSome strings for mobile search was not translated.Now all those strings are translated with supported languages.
42034 Blue bar in address book entry when double clicking on Contact PictureThis issue with image marking in some browsers were fixed by a changing css styles.
41444 Calendar- typing error when adding new calendarTypo ”entprechende” instead of ”entsprechende is now fixed.
41800 E-Mail address cut-off in mail composeWhen using the new mail compose and typing a long mail address, the resulting text is cut. Thishas been caused by incorrect calculation of the input boxe size and solved by fixing the relatedbootstrap library.
42006 Dangling links and malformed ’Subscribe’ dialoghe Checkbox in Subscriptions overlapped the info text.This was fixed and now the checkbox is displayed beside the infotext.
42126 Forwarding mails with no subject and body removes attachmentIt was possible that attachments are not attached to an email when forwarding them from a scan-ner.With the fix this behavior is fixed and the attachment is attached to the forwarded mal.
41818 Guided Tour: bubblesmisalignedmissing, text hiding areaswhich are being explainedAdjusted some behavior, now some disturbing effects are fixed.
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42017 Mail is alternating shown as read unreadThe message widget on the portal loads the message body which marks a message as seen auto-matically. This could introduce some kind of going back and forth client-side.This has been fixed by fetching message preview with ”unseen=true” to keep unseen messages un-seen.
42096 Participants are recognizable in private appointmentsParticipants were recognizable in private appointments by a third person if an conflict existed.This has been fixed by hiding owner of private appointments in conflicts dialog.
41975 Save mail as draft: page loads endlesslySaving an email as draft, after inserting in recipient field ’To’ an email address that has a blank sym-bol, the UI get stuck.Now an error is displayed if the user try to save an email as draft with an broken email-address.
42256 Show all fields in contact edit dialog actually removes fieldsSome contact details were hidden after switching to ”show all fields” in edit mode.Now all possible fields are displayed.
42092 Switching to text only mail changes signatureUnwanted trailing whitespace when copy&paste signatures out of html pages.This has been fixed by removing them but keep the wanted ones.
42005 Update and Deactivate Link-Button for subscription missingUpdate and Deactivate Link-Button for subscription were not displayed in the settings area.This has been fixed by reintroducing refresh and deactivate button for subscriptions.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we adviseguided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or productionenvironment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
41752, 42202, 41990, 42254, 42034, 41444, 41800, 42006, 42126, 41818, 42017, 42096, 41975,42256, 42092, 42005,
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